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De Facto States matter in International Relations

• Control of territory & population

• Lacking diplomatic recognition

• Excluded from (almost all) datasets

• Florea shows (2014, 2017)
• De facto state existence and presence 

make civil war more likely

• De facto state efforts to build their 
state prolongs their existence & 
increases p(achieving statehood)

• Foreign support by external states 
prolongs de facto state existence



My interest in De Facto States

• Regional variation in strength of conflict covariates possibly caused by 
varying presence of de facto states (Lemke 2002: Chapter 7; 2003 WP)
• Sovereign-only datasets exclude relevant actors

• Interactions between sovereign states and de facto states is Intra-
national IR (Lemke 2008 AJPS, 2011 RIS)
• Larger empirical domain: IR theories apply to all territorial political entities

• De facto states may be the main threat to sovereign states confronted 
by them; potential story about state making and state failure
• Defeating de facto states may be necessary for state construction, inability to 

do so may lead to state failure



Motivation for a new dataset on De Facto 
States
• Limits on duration or size curtail variation on likely covariates of 

conflict, state-making success/failure, & other outcomes of interest

• Requiring declarations of independence assumes separatists are 
different from other political entities with territorial control

• My data relax these two characteristics of Florea’s (2014) dataset

• But, this relaxation of his criteria greatly increases the cost of data 
collection, necessitating a sampling strategy

• Consequently, I gathered data on all de facto states across a random 
sample of developing world states





A New De Facto States Dataset

• Developing world sovereign state random sample, coders dig deeply 
into sovereign state histories looking for:
• Rebel-held areas, government “no-go” zones, states-within-a-state, statelets, 

or similar such wording
• Reports of taxation, evicting government representatives, building 

infrastructure, or of sovereigns having to mount an invasion of their own 
territory

• When candidates were uncovered, codesheets were completed

• This generated a list of 187 de facto states across 62 sovereign states, 
varying years, 1816-2010 (Florea’s dataset = 34 de facto states 1945-2011).
• 2 datasets: Sovereign state years, and De Facto state years





Descriptive Statistics about De Facto States

De facto states are not just rebels:
19% of DFSs never experience conflict
Those that do experience conflict do so in only about 50% of the years they exist.

        Mean     St. Dev.     Minimum       Maximum 

Foreign Support          0.280        0.449     0                  1 

# of Sovereign States Recognizing        1.513      11.091     0              128 

Population    1,509,398 2,505,554 200  22,835,810 

Area (km2)    72,828.16 163,216.2   50    2,818,436 

Regime Type          -0.667        0.567    -1                  1 

Number of Troops         8807.1   20,305.3     0       289,000 







Random Forests Model of DFS Emergence

• Variables that improve predictive accuracy a lot
• # of DFSs in Sovereign t-1 (+), Presence (ever) of DFS in Sovereign in past (-)

• Variables that improve predictive accuracy a little
• Military Spending(+), Troops(+), Population(+), Development(-), Age(-), CINC 

Score(+), Polity Score(+), Polity Durability(+), Area(+)

• Variables that do not improve predictive accuracy
• Allies, Colonial Legacy, Rivals, Region, Ongoing War, Discontinuous Territory

• Results may suggest policies followed by Sovereign toward 
past/existing DFSs more important than international politics or than 
physical characteristics of Sovereign.  Agenda: S.M.ing strategies?



Cox Model of De Facto State Survival

• Absorbed by other DFS, Forceful, & Peaceful Reintegration = failure

• Covariates increasing hazard of failure (Hazard Ratios in parentheses)
• DFS Loses a War (23.82), Host’s Development (2.68)

• Covariates decreasing hazard of failure
• Diplomatic Recognition (0.95), Splinter Group (0.46)*, DFS Population (0.90),  

# of other DFS in Host (0.81)* (* = attenuates or reverses at longer duration)

• Covariates that do not affect hazard of failure
• Mountains, Loot, DFS Area, # of Rivals of Host, # of Neighbors of Host

• More interesting results generated by disaggregating death types in 
competing risks framework



Papers to be written

• War Outcomes and “State” Survival: Is Conquest Really Dead?
• Was Tamil Eelam “conquered” in 2009; was Rwanda “conquered” in 1994?

• State Making and Territorial Control: Deterring and Defeating De 
Facto States
• Why does Indonesia have so few de facto states, Burma so many?

• Sub-National State Failure
• When sovereigns accommodate de facto states, how does society fare?

• International System vs. International Society: Comparing Sovereign 
and De Facto States
• What are the (empirical benefits) of diplomatic recognition; what is the 

impact of the change in the sovereignty regime after WWII?


